RealWheels Releases 2010 Chevy Camaro Trim Kit and Accessories Package
The full line of RealWheels Corporation's race-inspired 2010 Camaro aftermarket accessories
is now available.
Gurnee, Illinois (Vocus) January 4, 2010 -- Chicago area accessory manufacturer RealWheels Corporation has
just released the race-inspired aftermarket trim package for the 2010 Camaro that they debuted at the Specialty
Equipment Market Association (SEMA) show in Las Vegas with their "Cool Shades" Camaro project.

"In order to get some attention at an amazing show like SEMA, you've got to come up with something unique,"
says Manager of Product Development, Cory Polka. "For one thing, it really helps keep our team enthusiastic
during the build process, and then when the vehicles are completed, they always seem more attention-getting
and enjoyable for the audience."
This race-inspired trim kit includes American-made billet aluminum accessories and a selection of stainless
steel trim. A precision-machined set of billet pedals is a huge improvement over the factory style in both the
appearance and in the substantial amount of extra grip for performance driving. Using the same rigid-cut as the
pedal designs, a set of solid billet doorsills add visual impact to the car’s design when the doors are opened. The
new billet fuel-door makes an immediate statement in luxury and performance styling, while the solid billet
shifter becomes an important interior focal point as well as a more solid feel in the driver’s hand. For various
body and interior panels, the team has employed the use of their precision laser-cutting technology to create a
variety of accent pieces. Side vents, license panels, door trim, and even the engine compartment can be
enhanced with their selection of new parts.
Each billet part is precision machined from solid blocks of billet aluminum, hand polished to a mirror shine,
and then finished with either a durable black powder-coat or an eco-friendly and more durable alternative to
chrome plating called REAL-Gloss. All stainless steel accessories are made from heavy-gauge, high quality
304L stainless steel that is absolutely guaranteed not to rust, pit, corrode, or ever lose its shine.
For more information about the line of Camaro accessories, please visit www.realwheels.com/camaro.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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